Fort Wayne’s Theatre Beautiful

A Notable Achievement on
the City’s Scroll of Fame

Gala Opening Monday, May 14

INDIANA’S LARGEST AND MOST
MAGNIFICENT THEATER, AND
THE PRIDE OF FORT WAYNE

THE EMBOYD
NEW THEATER ONE OF LARGEST, FINEST: COST IS ONE AND ONE HALF MILLIONS

Many innovations are incorporated in building which advances Fort Wayne to a new equality with the largest cities as the home of a majestic amusement resort; in beauty and convenience it surpasses all with its vast auditorium, superb organ and ventilation facilities; spacious real estate privileges.

BEAUTIFUL THEATER WILL SEAT 3,100 PERSONS

With Monday, May 14, announced as the opening date of the magnificent Embold Theater, an ardent force of workers has been assigned to the task of putting the finishing touches on the new $1,500,000 showplace of Fort Wayne. The theater is a monument to the city's entertainment facility.

A Theater of Metropolitan Grandeur Is Realization of Hopes of Playgoers

A distinguished series of opening events, including an afternoon of Fort Wayne's best-known artists, will be held in the new theater. The opening program will include a brilliant array of artists, among whom are the city's best-known entertainers. The theater is a credit to the city's entertainment industry.

DREAM OF AMUSEMENT LOVERS COMES TRUE

A Theater of Metropolitan Grandeur Is Realization of Hopes of Playgoers

A distinguished series of opening events, including an afternoon of Fort Wayne's best-known artists, will be held in the new theater. The opening program will include a brilliant array of artists, among whom are the city's best-known entertainers. The theater is a credit to the city's entertainment industry.

OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS ARE SCHEDULED

With a full appreciation of the fact that the manner of entertainment at the Embold Theater is a most important factor in the success of the new theater, the management has taken pains to present a program of outstanding screen hits to attract patrons.

Plamondon-Gabriel Co.
308 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Decorations

By

A. M. STRAUSS
Architect
418 Cal-Wayne Bldg.

SPLENDID ORGAN IS INSTALLED

One of the finest musical instruments in the country. Built for Fort Wayne

The splendid organ is an integral part of the Embold Theater's entertainment facility. It is one of the finest organs in the country, and it is unsurpassed in its ability to produce a rich, full sound.

Best Wishes

In the Success of the New
Embold Theater and Indiana Hotel

W. C. QUIMBY, C. M. NIEZER
OSCAR FOX AND ROBERT FOX

A. M. STRAUSS
Architect
418 Cal-Wayne Bldg.

IN THE NEW FOX REALTY BUILDING

THE REVOLVING DOORS

AND

ASH-HOISTS

Furnished and Installed by
C. L. SCHUST COMPANY

A. SHAHAK AND PAULINE SHAHAK
The Magnificent New
Emboyd Theatre

OPENS MONDAY, AT 1 P. M.

You Must Attend This Gala Event! You'll See a New and Glorious Chapter Written into Fort Wayne's History. You'll Thrill to the Splendor of This New Wonder Theatre and Marvel at Its Stunning Facilities for Comfort and Enjoyment.

No City, Regardless of Its Size or Importance Can Claim a Higher Standard of Entertainment or More Luxurious Surroundings than Fort Wayne Will Proudly Behold Monday When the Emboyd Makes Its Triumphant Debut.

The Foremost Vaudeville Stars of the Day Will Radiate from Our Stage—the Screen Will Glow with the Genius and Beauty of Latest Feature Photographs from the World-Famous Studios.

Entrancing Overtures—Delightful Organ Specialties—Giant, Diversified Programs Amid the Picturesque Beauty and Regal Splendor of a Setting that Will Be a Constant Source of Wonder and Pleasure to You.

And Here You Will Find Every Known Modern Convenience Including a Mammoth Cooling System that Will Keep You Comfortable and Refreshed Throughout the Summer.

3,000 COMFORTABLE SEATS

Emboyd Theatre

Parr Bobbitt
Concerto of the
CONCERT ORGAN

Telephones at Your Service—Anthony 1276

DOORS OPEN 1:00 P. M.
PERFORMANCES CONTINUOUS FROM 1:30
EVENING, SUNDAY, AND HOLIDAY MATINEES—4:00
WEEK DAY MATINEES—4:00
CHILDREN 25¢ AT ALL TIMES

NOTE—There Will Be No Increase in Admission for the Grand Opening

GALA INAUGURAL PROGRAM
6 DAYS STARTING MONDAY

RICHARD DIX
in the Bowery, Cheesy Comedy Romance

"Easy Come, Easy Go"

Keith Orpheum Vaudeville Acts
The Honorable Mr. Wu
and His Eeille Revel.

"CHINESE NIGHTS"
Featuring a Skit of Abbeville-Style
Female from the East
A Cast of 12 Talented Artists

Tony and Norman
"THE MAN ABOUT TOWN"

Chas. Bannister
HARMONIC REVUE

Vesta Hill, Rossana, Massey, Armatto
A Cast of 12 Talented Artists

Frank Richardson
"THE JOY BOY OF SONG"
The Embry Welcomes You

We take this opportunity of extending to you the most cordial welcome of this latest and most modern temple of photoplaydom.

The Embry was built for your pleasure and entertainment. We realize one of the essentials of this community and neighborhood was a theater where photoplays of the highest caliber could be shown, where you could hear music that will entrance and delight you and where novelty entertainment will reign supreme, so that young and old may find here memories of the past. We have experience and the knowledge of today helpful and sermons of tomorrow brighter and clearer.

Our main purpose when constructing this theater was to provide a theater where service, convenience and pleasure could be served you 100 per cent.

The decorations, materials and furnishings are of the finest quality and were selected with that thought in mind. In our efforts to give you a theater where you and your family can enjoy an evening in as atmosphere of refinement with the feeling of real comfort and elegance.

We say this is your theater, for we are here merely to provide you with entertainment, and we will always be open for any suggestions you may have, for after all this theater cannot be a success without your continued patronage and support.

M. MARCUS, General Manager, for W. C. QUIMBY.

A Task Well Done

Is the Completion of the

EMBRYO THEATER AND HOTEL

First an idea—then a thought—plans carefully made and perfectly executed, all of which resulted in a playhouse and hostelry second to none in Indiana. Fort Wayne is justly proud of the results—The Embry.

The Embry is a monument to confidence in Fort Wayne and Fort Wayne's future.

The Fox Realty Company is to be congratulated for making possible the erection of this fine new building, and the Quimby Enterprise is to be rewarded for the loyalty shown to this community when they open the Embry as another link in their chain of theaters in Fort Wayne.

Max Irmscher & Sons

The Tri-State Loan and Trust Co.

Sincerely Congratulations

THE FOX REALTY CO.

Quimby Interests

UPON THE COMPLETION AND OPENING OF THE BEAUTIFUL THEATER EMBRYO

4 HOTEL INDIANA

The Tri-State Loan & Trust Co.
A Progressive Bank Serving More Than Twenty-Five Thousand Customers

1113 First National Bank

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Anthony 1371
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING

IN THIS MAGNIFICENT
EMBOYD THEATER and HOTEL

WAS A TASK OF GREAT MAGNITUDE AND RESPONSIBILITY

At the start of the electrical job, we have, of course, the main switchboard. This is located in the room adjoining the one in which the transformers are, and where all the cables enter the building.

The main switchboard that carries the load for light and power for both the theater and hotel is approximately 7½ feet high and 24 feet long. The most up-to-date equipment in the way of switches and circuit breakers is placed on this board. Only account of the large amount of electricity that is distributed from this board, we have two individual sets of cable feeding it. This cable is about the size of an ordinary man’s arm. There is about two tons of copper wire used, and the amount of slate in pounds would be enough to supply all the blackboard for a six-room school building. The voltages that are maintained and continually passing through this are 110, 220, and 4,000 volts. The size of this equipment is large enough to supply current for a small town.

From the main switchboard, we distribute conduits and wires throughout the hotel and theater to more than 10,000 outlets for light, for approximately 1,000 horsepower motors, besides the various other electrical equipment.

We have used about 80,000 feet of conduit or over 15 miles. The sizes vary from ½-inch to 6-inch. Approximately 400,000 feet of wire was required in all various sizes.

There have been about 2,000 convenient plug outlets located throughout and about 1,000 for controlling ceiling outlets. This material is of the finest quality and of the latest type.

The stage is equipped with the latest type of material so that any scene can be controlled and set up in advance, and all lights throughout the auditorium controlled. The cost of this wonderful switching device, namely the remote stage board, would be about $15,000.00.

There are approximately 20,000 lamp bulbs installed to light this wonderful theater and hotel. The sizes are as low as 10 watts and as high as 1,000 watts.

Along with the lighting, there is a tremendous amount of low voltage equipment that is in use, such as announcers that will tell at a glance just what seats are vacant and how many. The most up-to-date equipment is used for calling acts, also various signals are used throughout from the picture booth.

We Congratulate

THE FOX REALTY COMPANY FOR MAKING POSSIBLE THE ERECTION OF THIS WONDERFUL NEW STRUCTURE.

THE QUIMBY ENTERPRISE, FOR ACQUIRING THE NEW BUILDING AND GIVING TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS VICINITY A THEATER AND HOTEL EQUAL TO ANY AND ONE FAR SUPERIOR TO ANY FOUND ELSEWHERE.

THE ARCHITECT, A. M. STRAUSS, FOR CREATING THE BEAUTY, BOTH INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR, AND PLACING FORT WAYNE ON A PARITY WITH ANY CITY FOR ARCHITECTURAL BEAUTY.

The Story Which Announced Our Being Awarded Large Contract

BIG ELECTRICAL CONTRACT IS LET

Permit for New Theater-Hotel Wiring and Fixtures Largest Ever Issued Here.

FIRST UNDER NEW CODE

The first large electrical permit to be issued since the adoption of Fort Wayne’s new building code was announced by Paul Thiele, city electrical inspector, today, when it was made public that permit has been issued for the wiring and electrical fixtures in the million dollar hotel and theater being erected by the Fox Realty company at Jefferson and Harrison streets.

The work will require more than 100,000 pounds of conduit and more than a half million feet of wire. The main control board and the panel will be the largest in the city, according to Mr. Thiele.

The contract for the wiring and fixtures was awarded the Dix-Kelly Electric shop. The amount that the electrical equipment will cost was not made public.

We Are Proud to Submit This List of Our Completed Contracts

North Side High School
Cal-Wayne Building
Western Gas Office Building
Public School Office Building
Adams School
Home Telephone Office Building
'Home Telephone Warehouse and Garage'
Blackstone Shop Building
Flick Floral Company Building
Indian Service Corporation Warehouse
Fairfield Manor Apartments
Northern Indiana Public Service Company Office Building
Krogs Building
Fort Wayne Corrugated Paper Company Bike, Hartford City, Ind.
Liberty and Ansonia Bike, Fairfield, Ind.
Harrison High School
Forest Park School
Valparaiso High School, Valparaiso, Ind.

Hersa School, Hersa, Ind.
Widner Apartments
Wayneville School
McCook School
Fisher-Lee Residence
Fort Smith
Starkville Building
Pondcrest Building
International Harvester Company
Home and Service Station
Northern Indiana Public Service Company Garage

Grace Reformed Church
Catholic Community Center Building
Rialto Theater
Pappas Apartments
Lincolnway Apartments
Yellow Cab Bike
Kansas Hotel
Plymouth Congregational Church
Flicker
Shawnee Apartments
South Wayne Church Pictures

DIX-KELLY ELECTRIC SHOP

226 East Berry Street

A-5350
“Emboyd Is Ready,” Says Manager W. C. Quimby

SUCCESSFUL THEATER MAN CONDUCTS NEW RESORT; INSURES BEST SERVICE

Playhouse to be the Fifth of a Group Consisting of Palace, Jefferson, Allen and Strand Theaters Under W. C. Quimby Supervision and Management. Only the Very Finest Attractions to be Booked for the Season.

GRAND FOYER, AUDITORIUM PraISED BY EXPERTS

An amazing array of facts and figures is presented in a study of the magnificent new Emboyd theater. It is a revelation to note the exceptional amount of materials entering into its construction and the labor of a small army of men whose skill has transformed the building supplies into halls of beauty and enduring pictures.

With its completion a new and glorious chapter has been written for the new and greater Fort Wayne of the present and future. As a symbol of the progress and growth of the city, the new Emboyd theater will be a memorial to the visionaries who conceived the idea and the architects who carried it out.

The Passenger Elevator Entrance Enclosures in the Indiana Hotel Were Furnished and Erected by

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Company

Jamestown, New York

Chicago Office
19 South La Salle St.

Walter J. Edwards, District Manager

ELECTRICITY Serves the EMBOYD

Refrigeration Assures Cool Temperature in Hottest Weather

Electricity has been assigned an important part to play in the new EMBOYD theater, not only on the stage but throughout the entire theater and hotel building. And Electricity will play its part not merely during opening week, but day after day and night after night, throughout the years.

An Electric Refrigeration Plant, of 270 horse power and 300 ton capacity, will keep the theater cool on the hottest summer days, making its atmosphere most delightful and refreshing.

A mammoth Electric Sign, said to be the largest in Indiana, adorns the front of the building.

For lighting the magnificent building there is enough Electrical energy to furnish light for 670 ordinary 6-room homes. The 723 horse power capacity for this purpose is the equivalent of 13,700 lamps of 40 Watts each.

Electric Power and Electric Light play an important part in the convenience, utility and beauty of the building and contribute immeasurably to the making of the new EMBOYD, Indiana's Finest.

Through a never failing supply of Electrical Energy for industrial, commercial and domestic use, the Indiana Service Corporation plays a vital part in the daily life and progress of Fort Wayne.
**The Fox Interests Promoted and Financed Million and Half Project**

The Fox interests in real estate and real estate developments have been promoted and financed with a million and half dollars. This investment is expected to generate significant returns for the company in the future.

**FINE NEW HOTEL WILL BEAR NAME INDIANA**

Up to date Hotelistry with 200 Rooms is Under the Same Roof with Embroidery

The new Indiana Hotel will be a state-of-the-art establishment, featuring 200 modern rooms under one roof. It will provide first-class hospitality and comfort for guests, making it a popular choice among travelers.

**What It Took to Build the Embroidery; an Astounding Array of Facts and Figures**

The following are a few basic facts on the new theater and hotel which will be the largest and most modern in the Fort Wayne area.

- **Number of Rooms:** 200 rooms available.
- **Number of Bathrooms:** 200 bathrooms included.
- **Number of Restaurants:** 3 restaurants for dinner, lunch, and snacks.
- **Number of Catering Areas:** 2 catering areas for special events.
- **Number of In-House Bars:** 3 bars for drinks and entertainment.

**The Embroidery Orchestra LEADER IS WELL KNOWN**

Wagner's Orchestra leader, well known and respected in the field of music, will lead the orchestra in the new Embroidery. His experience and skill will ensure a memorable and enjoyable musical experience for the audience.

**The Lobby Furnishings, The Floor Coverings IN THE BEAUTIFUL Embroidery Theater and Indiana Hotel**

Are the Creations of Master Artists

**WE INVITE ALL OF FORT WAYNE AND NEIGHBORING CITIES TO SCRUTINIZE THESE FURNISHINGS, TO NOTE THEIR QUALITY AND MAGNIFICENT DESIGNS**

We Sincerely Wish the Fox Realty Co. and the Quinby Theater! Enter prize Unlimited Success

**Wagoner Furniture Co.**

Calhoun at Pontiac H-4354
New Playhouse Enhances Beauty of Fort Wayne

A Corner View of the Embryd Theater and Indiana Hotel Revealing Majestic Proportions of the New Structure

RESTFUL SLUMBER
Will Be Enjoyed by All Guests of the New
Indiana Hotel

ON BOX SPRINGS
Used in the Making of the Mattresses
and Furnishings by a Fort Wayne Concern
We Congratulate Mr. Quinby on His Selection and Admire Him for Investing in Fort Wayne Products

The Wolf Bedding Co.
619-621 CLINTON ST.
A-2104

The Sign and Marquee
On the Beautiful
Emboyd
Theater Building
Were Designed, Built and Installed by Us

--And We
Take This Opportunity in Extending
Our Heartiest
Congratulations to the Owners—
the Fox Realty Co.,
the Tenants,
the Quinby Interests,
the Architect
A. M. Strauss

American Coal & Supply Company
Coombs at Cochran St.
A-6411

G. H. Sign Co.
4626 South Calhoun St.
Harrison 1193
Cooling Breezes Will Accentuate Embroid Welcome

FRESH AIR CURRENTS ADD TO COMFORT AND PLEASURE OF ITS MANY PATRONS

As a Summer Resort the Playhouse Cannot Be Surpassed; It is Truly a "Fresh Air" Theater with the Supply Washed Pure and Clean and Temperature Most Grateful in the Heat of a Torrid Day; One of the Largest Cooling Plants Will Provide an Unvarying Temperature.

GTY'S NEW HOME OF SERVICE WELCOMES YOU

No description can do justice to the achievement of the designers and temperature experts in planning this service. It can only be realized and appreciated by visiting the Embroid and seeing through-people's experience what two of the most elaborate of the country's big live theaters has to offer in the way of convenience, beauty, comfort and entertainment.

The first program of the formal opening of the Embroid Monday afternoon will consist of dedication features, such as opening and unveiling ceremonies and a selected feature program. City's new home of service will be free of this auspicious opening, and the furnishings and decoration by the architects and decorators' trained artists will be unsurpassed.

In the New Indiana Hotel and Embroid Theater
THE MAIN SWITCHBOARD—AND ALL THE LIGHT AND POWER PANELS WERE SUPPLIED BY THE
Cleveland Switchboard Company
AND INSTALLED BY THE
Dix-Kelly Electric Shop

236 E. Berry St.
A-3390

THE NEW EMBROID BRINGS TO FORT WAYNE ALL THE LUSTROUS BEAUTY AND COMFORT KNOWN TO METROPOLITAN THEATERS. THE STAGE, ONE OF THE LARGEST IN THE STATE, PROVIDES ADEQUATE SPACE FOR EVEN THE MOST MODERN OF THEATRICAL PRODUCTIONS. UNIQUE LIGHTING EFFECTS COMBINED WITH BEAUTIFUL DECORATION MAKES THIS THEATER A WORK OF ART AS WELL AS AN AMUSEMENT CENTER.

One of the most interesting features in the Embroid is the seating arrangement. The seats, richly upholstered in velvet tapestry, are curved to fit the back and are as comfortable and roomy as the family easy chair. Every seat commands an unobstructed view of the stage and screen, with the seats so placed as to obviate the strain of a distorted view.

PURITY FEATURE OF EMBROID
EVERY SAFEGUARD OF HEALTH IS EMPLOYED IN CHANGING CURRENTS AND TEMPERATURE

VENTILATION IS PERFECT
EVERY HEALTH FOSTER AND TEMPEST ARE MET BY THE PRESERVATION OF THE NEW EMBROID INTERIOR PARTICULARLY MADE OF MATERIALS THAT WILL ENSURE HARMLESSNESS TO THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE IN CASE OF FIRE, THEY WILL IN THE TESTING ROOMS FOR LOW AND HARD; IN ADDITION, A PERMANENT FUND HAS BEEN SET UP TO FURTHER SAFEGUARD THE PUBLIC.

THE EMBROID IS NOT SIMPLY A THEATER, BUT IS A HOME OF MUSIC, FOR IT IS ENCLOSED IN A TOWER OF MUSIC, WHERE THE STAGE AND THEATER ARE INCORPORATED AS ONE UNIFIED UNLIDEN AS A TOWER OF MUSIC.

MAMMOTH EMBROID BACK 55 YEARS EVEN FIVE TONS

THEATRENOUS WHO FIND THEMSELVES IN THE EMBROID WILL HAVE THE PLEASURES OF FINDING THEIR LARGEST SINGING STAGE EXPANDED TO EIGHT TIMES ITS PREVIOUS SIZE.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF FORT WAYNE

We Are Proud to Have Furnished and Installed
All the Glass—Kawneer Copper Frames—Mirrors and Leaded Glass

In the Beautiful New Embroid Theater and Hotel Building

Fort Wayne Plate and Window Glass Co.
K. W. FURMAN, Mgr.
213 Kilian St.
Auditorium of Emboyd to Seat Thousands in Comfort

**BDT. CEILING IN MAIN ROOM COLOSSAL: INTERIOR IS RICH IN ORNAMENTATION**

Main Floor Alone Contains as Many Seats as the Palace Theater; Interchangeable Lighting Effects; Add to Beauty of Magnificent Dome; The Side Walls of the Auditorium Are Also Works of Art with Immense Stage for Largest Attractions.

**HUGE BALCONY RIDER IS FEAT OF ENGINEERING**

None can grasp from a general description in cold type the immensity of the interior of the new Emboyd. Everything must be seen to be believed. The huge walls that form the arena of the dome give one the idea of vastness and then the main auditorium with its sweep of rows and rows of seats. From the balcony the audience is particularly impressed with the vast spectacle presented.

"Oh, it looks like a quarter of a mile down to the stage," one woman said yesterday as she entered the theater for the first time. She was here to see the newly installed lighting effects.

"And this is not the impression we will get when we are completely seated," our guide added.

Emboyd shows every possible modern comfort and attention for its patrons. No statement or description can be justice to its size and seating capacity. The seats are as comfortable as the most luxurious rail-car.

**Emboyd Building Under Construction**

Emboyd Building Under Construction

The heart of the new Embold is its electrical system.

**AND THE IMPORTANT MEMBERS OF THIS VAST SYSTEM ARE:**

G. E. Conduit—Wire and Supplies
Frank Adams Switchboard
Cleveland Standard Panels and Cabinets
Major Cove and Footlights

All These Were Selected by the Architect
And Installed by the Delta-Kellis Electric Shop

And Furnished by
The Protective Electrical Supply Co.

1302 W. Columbia St.
A-9331

**We Congratulate the**

Fox Realty Co.

**Ornamental Iron and Bronze**

Iron Stairs
Elevator Enclosures
Fire Escapes
Iron Canopies
Wine Rack
Cast Iron Friezes

Estimates Furnished Promptly

C. W. Olson Manufacturing Co.
1310 Quincy St. N. E.
Minneapolis, Minn.

**Congratulations**

Fox Realty Co.

Upon the completion of this magnificent new structure, it merits the highest praises of this entire community, and we join with it, in extending our good wishes.

The New

EMBOYD

Theater and Indiana Hotel

Will be under the able direction of Mr. Quimby, who in the years past has endeavored to give to the theategoing public clean and enjoyable amusement in all the theaters of the Quimby Enterprises.

The opening of this new theater places Fort Wayne on a parity with the larger cities, it gives the theategoing public a playhouse which will be a proud by-word wherever they may be.

Again, we say—Congratulations, for it is most fitting when a work is well done.

**DIME SAVINGS AND TRUST CO.**

COURT AT BERRY ST.

SOUTHEAST OF COURTHOUSE
Lobby of New Embøyd with Its Beautiful Setting
Is Triumphant Blend of Luxury, Art and Skill

TO THE ARCHITECTS, OWNERS AND LESSEES

Congratulations

on the completion of the

Fox Theater and Hotel Building

Fort Wayne Should Be Proud of
This Beautiful Building

The Owners and Architects
are to be congratulated for this structure

Structural Steel

Furnished By

The Rochester Bridge Co.

Fabricators of all classes of structural steel and bridges
Let us have your inquiries
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

in the New EMBOYD

is made possible with the use of electricity— all scenic effects—all Foyer and auditorium illuminations—the cooling breezes from a most modern system—the melodious strains of the wonderful organ—all this we owe to

ELECTRICITY

And we are indeed happy to be of service to the Quimby Enterprise and it is our earnest desire for their ultimate success.

City Light and Power Works
306 E. Berry St.
Phone A-3416

The New Emboyd Theater
Is Entirely Equipped with
PACKARD PIANOS

Fort Wayne is fortunate in being the home of so beautiful a theater and a piano that stands so high in the hearts and minds of the better music lovers the country over.

"Hear the Soul of the Packard Sing"

PACKARD SERVICE
Covers Everything in the Realm of Music from the Finest Reproducing Grand to a Sheet of Music

The Packard Music House
ANNOUNCE EMBOYD THEATER POLICY

The new Embobd Theater policy is one of long-range plans for entertainment along the lines of the best in progressive play and music. The policy will serve the amusement needs of the community and will be designed to provide entertainment of a type which the community has not been able to enjoy in this city.

A full season of legitimate plays will be presented in the Embobd Theater. These plays will be chosen from the best in the world, and will be performed by the most skilled actors available.

The season will include a full range of dramatic types, from comedy and farce to tragedy and romance. The plays will be presented in a manner that is both educational and entertaining, with the aim of providing a cultural experience for the audience.

In addition to the plays, there will be a full schedule of musicals and concerts, featuring both local and national talent. The music will be of the highest quality, with performances by accomplished musicians and singers.

The Embobd Theater policy is designed to provide entertainment that is both enjoyable and educational, catering to a wide range of tastes and preferences. The goal is to offer a diverse selection of shows that will appeal to all segments of the community.

This policy is an effort to bring the best in entertainment to the people of this city, and to provide a venue for cultural activities that are both enjoyable and enriching. The Embobd Theater is committed to providing a high-quality experience for all who attend, and to serving the community in the best possible way.

--

OFFICES

HOTEL COUNTERS

MILLWORK

Gian THERET-TER EXUDES COMFORT AND LUXURY

IN THE BEAUTIFUL NEW

EMBOYD BUILDING

WAS FURNISHED BY US

To the

Fox Realty Co.

Homelovers!—Avail Yourselves of Our Many Services!

There is no time like the spring season for those desiring to improve and reassure their homes. To this end we have many services. All of which carry an important responsibility in the beautifying as well as in the preserving of the home. Our Planning Mill is so arranged as to be able to care for the most exacting needs of the builder. And the building lines of which we are dealers for, are all nationally known, with products of the finest possible quality, and at prices most reasonable. No matter what you might require about your home in the lumber line, we have a service for it. In addition to our regular line of building materials we have the following specialties:

MEDICINE CABS.

CABINETS

ALL KINDS OF

ROOFING

GARAGES AND

DOORS

BUILT-IN

MAIL BOXES

DISAPPEARING

STAIRWAYS

FLOWER BOXES

TRELLIS WORK

GARDEN FURNITURE

SCREENS

Heywood-Wakefield Company

117 MURRAY STREET

117 MURRAY STREET

H-4232